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Chapter 141 

really didn’t realize that there was a big hand around her waist.  

It has to do with how she sleeps every night.  

Since the reconciliation, she felt uneasy and asked Preston to hug her, but Preston has been hugging her 

to sleep.  

She was used to having his hands on her waist.  

“I want you to help me practice kissing.” Preston said the most stupid thing with a cheeky face.  

Hedy was even more puzzled, “Don’t you know how to kiss? Last time. in D City was…?”  

Preston countered, “Do you think my kissing skills are good?”  

Hedy, “?”  

How did she know that Preston kissed? Are the skills good?  

She has been doing missions all these years, relying entirely on her strength, not on sex, and not having 

close contact with others.  

In human terms, even the first kiss was taken away by Preston, and he has never kissed the second 

person, how can he evaluate his kissing skills?  

“If my kissing skills are good, I won’t let you suffer from hypoxia every time.”  

Preston just wanted to touch his conscience to speak, but suddenly realized, oh, it turns out that he has 

no conscience.  

“So that’s it, then your kissing skills are really bad!” Hedy suddenly realized.  

No wonder she couldn’t breathe every time!  

“It’s embarrassing to say, but I’m actually a bitch.” Preston turned his face away, embarrassed, ”  

I only told you, my best friend, about this matter, so please don’t spread it to the outside world.  

“Ten, or a place?  

In a way, it’s really embarrassing.  

Hedy didn’t know what to say, so he patted Preston on the shoulder to comfort him.  

“At my age, not only is he a virgin, but he can’t even kiss, isn’t that poor?” Preston turned to look at 

Hedy, his eyes a little sad.  

“Hedy remained silent, this question touched her blind spot of knowledge.  

“So, can you practice kissing with me?” Preston’s handsome face, like a banished fairy, showed deep 

anticipation.  



Hedy frowned.  

It seems like she shouldn’t do this favor.  

Kissing or something should only be done by people who are very close.  

“I knew you didn’t want to help. It’s okay. If you are laughed at in the future, you will be laughed at.” 

Preston lowered his eyes and retreated to advance, with a strong sense of loss in his tone.  

Hedy frowned no matter how tight she was, she didn’t want Preston to be laughed at…  

 “If I meet a bad woman and tell the media about things I don’t even understand about kissing, wouldn’t 

it be my King Family’s face…”  

Preston Just touched my conscience again, oh, my heart is still there, but it has turned black.  

“This…then let me help you.” Hedy made a final decision.  

Whether it is the grandma or Preston, the King Family has treated her very well, and she does not want 

the King Family to face such an embarrassing situation.  

It’s just kissing, no meat will be lost.  

In foreign countries, it is common for relatives and friends to kiss, but there is no such custom in the 

USA.  

Besides, Preston doesn’t have a girlfriend now, does he?  

Not counting her destroying other people’s feelings, she doesn’t have to mind too much.  

“Thank you so much.” Preston raised his eyes again, with the old fox’s lazy and evil eyes.  

When Hedy turned to look at him, he quickly turned into a grateful and innocent look.  

Only Hedy is really simple in this respect. She opened her eyes and asked him,  

“Then how do we practice kissing? One three five? Two four six? Morning and evening?”  

Practice with him.  

This homework-like attitude made Preston laugh, lay back on the grass  

with Hedy in his arms, and looked at the night sky, “Anytime, anywhere, as long as you have time.  

He prepared such a romantic starry sky, it would be a pity not to look at it up.  

“Got it.” Hedy thought to himself.  

Now that you have time, you can also practice now, right?  

Practice early, end early.  

With this in mind, Hedy supported Preston’s chest, and Susan stood up, pressing her soft lips against the 

man’s thin lips.  



Preston, who was admiring the night scene, suddenly tensed up, and his pupils shrank more and more.  

What is she… doing?  

If Hedy heard Preston’s heartfelt voice, he would definitely say confidently, practice kissing!  

She kept her lips touching, but didn’t know what to do next.  

Preston’s snort, on her face, seemed to be getting heavier.  

She didn’t care, and tried hard to recall the kissing clips she had seen in reality and in film and television 

works.  

Oh, stick out your tongue, huh?  

Same as when Preston kissed her.  

She stuck out the tip of her tongue and licked Preston’s thin lips tentatively.  

Before she could make another move, she felt that the world was turned upside down, and the galaxy 

was hanging upside down. When she realized it, she was already pressed down by the man.  

“Do you know what you are doing?” The man put his hands on both sides of her head, his dark and deep 

eyes fixed on her, his voice was hoarse and sexy.  

Hedy wondered in his heart, “Didn’t you say that you can practice kissing when you have time? Couldn’t 

you learn it earlier?” The  

night was too dark.  

With his back facing it like this, she couldn’t see his expression clearly, but only felt his gaze, like a 

flame.  

The man’s chest vibrated, and he let out a chuckle for no reason, “Indeed, we have plenty of time now.”  

Hedy raised her eyebrows, she did nothing wrong.  

“Learn to breathe this time, huh?” The man’s nasal voice was drawn out.  

Hedy felt something was wrong, he should learn from it.  

He just opened his mouth to ask, but it happened to give the man a chance to enter smoothly.  

He was blatant and reckless, plundering her territory everywhere, absorbing every sweetness hidden in 

her, and chasing after her fleeing little tongue.  

But the idiot still forgot to take a breath.  

When the critical point was approaching, he left her lips, and his voice became even hoarse, “Breathe.”  

Hedy turned his head and took a big breath.  

Just after taking a few breaths of fresh oxygen, the man squeezed her chin, straightened her face, and 

kissed her domineeringly again.  



he is very angry  

He thought hard, coaxed and lied, and finally let her take the initiative.  

And if she just licked his lips, he would be damned, wishing to dig out his heart for her to play with.  

This is so unfair.  

She had to give him more, more, more sweetness.  

Chapter 142  

He has been driven to the edge of madness by her  

At the end of this kiss, Hedy’s lips were slightly swollen, with a moist luster.  

Even if she took a breath in the middle, she panted lowly. In the cold voice of the past, there was 

unconsciously a hint of the charm of a nightingale, “Have you learned it? Kissing.”  

Preston  

was also panting, and his slender eyes were covered with greed., with an extremely hoarse voice, “No.”  

Just kidding, how could he say “learn” and let her break free after finally getting the prey.  

Hearing that he didn’t learn it, Hedy blinked her starry eyes, and Susan stood up, wanting to kiss her 

again.  

“That’s it for today, it’s time to go to bed.” Preston avoided, his voice. was low, and his handsome face 

was full of helplessness.  

He had been driven to the brink of madness by her.  

If the kiss continued like this, he was afraid that he would not be able to control it, so he really wanted 

her here.  

Sweet and painful, that’s about him.  

“Hmm.” Hedy nodded obediently, stood up, and went to the pool at the other end of the platform to 

wash up.  

her cheeks to cool down.  

When kissing, her heart beats faster than usual because she hasn’t adjusted yet?  

She suppressed her doubts, washed up, and walked into the tent.  

Inside the tent was a double sleeping bag. Preston was already lying down, she got into it, and just after 

she lay down, she was pulled into his arms by the man.  

The lights were also turned off, and night bugs hummed all around.  

The autumn night temperature is low, Hedy is greedy for warmth, and forgets to squeeze around the 

man, and closes his eyes comfortably.  



When it was about to dawn, Hedy was called by Preston to watch the sunrise.  

The dew was heavy in the morning, and she didn’t prepare thicker clothes in advance, but this 

temperature difference was nothing to her.  

She was going to ignore it, but Preston took off his suit jacket and draped it over her shoulders.  

His body temperature remained in the coat, which was very warm.  

“Aren’t you cold?” Hedy looked up and asked him with a suspicious. expression.  

“It’s a bit cold.” Preston frowned, speaking truthfully.  

The temperature on the top of the mountain is indeed not high. When talking and exhaling, you can 

even catch a subtle white mist.  

Hearing this, Hedy frowned. She was about to take off her coat and return it to him, but he held her 

down.  

m cold, you are so precious, you can’t be cold.” Preston put his arms around her shoulders and sat down 

where he watched the stars last night.  

Hedy followed him and sat down, feeling the warmth from his clothes and his arms, his eyes flickering.  

Is she… so precious?  

Hedy lowered her head, the corners of her red lips raised.  

This feeling of being valued is quite gratifying.  

“The sun is out,” Preston called out.  

Hedy raised his head and looked east.  

A round of red sun is slowly rising from the gray sky.  

The golden light, like a lover’s palm, caressed body, making her complexion turn red with 

embarrassment, turning into a gorgeous rainbow.  

The world looks new.  

“It’s so beautiful.” Hedy’s pupils trembled slightly, and his tone was emotional.  

Nature is the greatest painter in the world, some scenery will be shocking no matter how many times 

you look at it.  

“I don’t think it’s as beautiful as you.” Preston turned to look at her, and gave a deep smile.  

This may sound a bit vulgar at first glance.  

But she is indeed more beautiful than the morning glow in front of her.  

look at hum, and in time to meet his watery and  
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The busver  

Asty’s han was living, and he felt that his heart was inadvertently sunt by the wind  

Aller seeing the sunrise, the two went down the mountain side by side  

The Rolls-Royce Phantom stopped at the foot of the mountain and saw them coming down, Aiden 

opened the car door for them  

The group returns to the apartment  

Holy packed his luggage and planned to go back to Geary Village.  

Exams are over, volunteers are completed, summer vacation begins, and there is no need to stay in 

Lowell High School anymore.  

While folding clothes by the bed, there was a rectangular aqua blue gill box in front of her, with simple 

white ribbon flowers tied on it.  

“What is this” Hedy wondered.  

“For your high school graduation, take it apart.” Preston sat next to her.  

“Didn’t you celebrate yesterday?”  

“Yesterday was to celebrate your winning the No. 1 Scholar in the US college entrance examination. This 

is a graduation gift. One size fits all.” Preston raised his eyebrows.  

Is it so detailed?  

Hedy unpacked the package and found that it was a new mobile phone.  

box. The logo on the box was a capital “J”.  

J is Ji, and communication equipment including mobile phones is one of the huge industries of the King 

Family.  

“My phone still works.” Hedy frowned slightly on Evan.  

She was not rich since she was a child, and she has long been used to muddling along.  

Even if he became a killer and had some savings, he didn’t deliberately pursue high-quality things.  

“I want to give you something better.” Preston kissed with thin lips.  

With a thought in his heart, Hedy opened the phone case, and inside was a silver-gray phone with a little 

pink, low-key and restrained.  

She held the phone in her palm and found that the width was just right, as if it was made according to 

the shape of her palm.  

It’s not like the knockoff phone she’s using now, it’s a little hard to hold.  

She turned on the mobile phone, and the boot animation showed the English name and mobile phone 

model of King Family Communications Company.  



What Hedy didn’t expect was that the phone model is a string of English.  

It is “Hedy”.  

She looked at Preston, “This model is specially for me…”  

“Well, it’s unique, only you have it in the whole world.” Preston responded with a chuckle.  

mobile phones on the market in terms of performance and functions.  

“Thank you, I like it very much.” Hedy touched the screen of the phone, feeling that the phone is very 

light and smooth to use.  

The designer seems to know her living habits very well.  

“It’s good if you like it. I’m going to be on a business trip for a while in the future. Contact me if you 

need anything.”  

“Yes.” Hedy nodded.  

The apartment that Preston left first.  

Half an hour after he left, Hedy finished packing all the luggage.  

She had just stepped out of the room and locked the door, when the power went out again in the 

apartment building.  

Hedy stood in the corridor, the corner of his mouth twitched.  

Luckily she didn’t get into the elevator this time.  

Just thinking about this, out of the corner of my eye, I fell on the screen showing the floor in the 

elevator.  

The floor numbers on the screen are changing, indicating that the elevator has power.  

The neighbor aunt opened the door and came out. Seeing that the elevator was running as usual, she 

said to her husband,  

“Look, I said that the elevator still has electricity, right? After the last power outage, someone gave the 

property a big generator to ensure that  

run normally  

My husband looked like a ghost, “That kind of generator costs hundreds of thousands, and if you have 

the money to send a generator, it’s better to move out and live in a better place.”  

The aunt shrugged, “Who knows?, Anyway, let’s just enjoy the blessings, and I heard from others that 

the person who delivered the generator, and he drove a Rolls-Royce Phantom!” The two clues of him. 

and Rolls-Royce Phantom directly pointed the target at Preston.  

Hedy pursed her lips, her heart was filled with unknown things.  

Chapter 143 Going Home, Mother Malina’s Secret  



Hedy hails a taxi and returns to Geary Village.  

In addition to her, there was a male passenger who was on the way.  

The male passenger was in his fifties, sitting in the co-pilot seat, chatting with the female driver of the 

same age.  

The car music is playing the hottest square dance love song nowadays.  

After the love song is played, it will automatically switch to the next one. The painting style of this one is 

completely different from the previous one.  

The rhythm and drums of the former are very clear, and they can step on and dance.  

The latter is preluded with elegant piano music, accompanied by female voice humming, like the 

whisper of an angel, or the call of the Atlantis siren.  

Even Hedy found a moment of peace in this beautiful and ethereal humming.  

The female driver and the male passenger stopped chatting at the same time and listened carefully.  

From the beginning to the end of this song, there are no clear words, only simple humming.  

In the climax of the song, the beautiful dolphin’s high pitch makes the pores open, as if being bathed by 

the gods, floating between heaven and the ocean.  

 “Ah!” The male passenger slapped himself on the thigh,  

“This song is so familiar, is it that River sang it? When I was young, she was very popular!”  

“It’s her.” The female driver’s tone was full of sadness,  

“Except for her voice that was kissed by an angel, who else can sing such a high note?”  

Angel, fart.” The male passenger said without thinking,  

“She is a whore, sinister, vicious, and vulgar. Not only did she plagiarize Blue Sky Empress’s song, she 

slapped Blue Sky Empress openly. She  

also messed around with big names in the entertainment industry for her position, and in the end she 

was suspected of contracting AIDS and went to the hospital for treatment, and everyone knew about 

it!”  

The female driver parked the car on the side of the road and looked at the man with a cold tone, “Get 

out of the car.” The male  

passenger was stunned for a while, “I haven’t reached my destination. yet, why did you ask me to get 

out of the car? I gave you all the money, you Is there something wrong with your brain?”  

The female driver took out a few banknotes, threw them on the man, and said angrily, “I told you to get 

out of the car! Get out!  

“Passengers cursed and got off with money.  



After he got out of the car, the female driver did not start the car immediately, but lowered the window 

and lit a lady’s cigarette.  

After taking a puff, she exhaled the smoke, her voice was slightly hoarse, and she said to Hedy in the 

back seat,  

Little sister, I’m sorry, I won’t charge you for this trip. Auntie has a bad temper. I don’t want to hear 

people say bad things about idols.”  

It’s okay.” “Hedy paused, looking at the car stereo, “The song is very  

nice.”  

“It’s just good! Hahaha! My idol’s high note is unrivaled in the world!” The female driver was proud 

Laughed heartily, then the laughter weakened, and the tone was sad,  

“Don’t listen to the man’s nonsense just now, River can’t do the things in the news.  

When I was young, I went to work, and my luggage and wallet were robbed by thieves. Dirty sleeping on 

the street, I was saved by River, she is kind and beautiful!”  

It was a night like the current season.  

She huddled under the overpass, shivering with cold, pedestrians and vehicles passing by in a hurry, and 

no one helped her. At this time,  

River, who was wearing a white dress and high heels, stopped in front of her, knelt down and touched 

her forehead, and asked her with  

concern,  

“Are you all right? Are you sick?”  

At that moment, she seemed to see an angel or a fairy.  

She speaks out about her experience.  

“So it’s like this, you take the money first, and then return it to me when you have money.” River gave 

her some money.  

“How can I pay you back when I have money?” she asked..  

River smiled proudly and pointed to the sky.  

She followed River ‘s finger and saw the big billboard on the side of the road.  

River’s photo was printed on the billboard, and she knew River was a big star.  

The female driver finished smoking a cigarette, leaned on the seat, and said firmly, “Just because she 

saved me on the side of the road back then, she couldn’t be the kind of person in the news. She must 

have been murdered! The media is fucking It’s a big fool!”  

Hedy only felt that she had heard a moving story, and asked the ending of the story, “What about River 

now?”  



“After the AIDS incident, her fans gathered and burned her posters and albums in front of the company, 

and her father Disconnected from her father-daughter relationship, she herself is missing.” The female 

driver sighed and restarted the vehicle.  

All the way silent.  

When he arrived at Geary Village, Hedy put the toll on the back seat and dragged his luggage up the 

mountain.  

Before reaching the door, he heard his father Buddy arguing with others.  

That person is none other than the mother of the eldest brother Josh’s ex-girlfriend John.  

“My in-laws, my daughter is in jail, and my new appliances, new cars, new clothes, and new necklaces 

have all been mortgaged by the court. Please give me some money! If you don’t give me money, I really 

can’t live anymore!”  

Mother Silling on the ground, tugging on Buddy’s trouser legs, crying with snot and tears.  

In addition to betraying Josh, her daughter John also beat someone at school. The court ruled that her 

family should lose money, and forcibly mortgaged some things that could be mortgaged.  

John’s family now can be described as poor and white.  

“When your daughter cheated on the rich second generation, you humiliated my son and insulted my 

wife. Now that you have no money, come to Ellis Family and think that our Ellis Family is a living 

Bodhisattva? Get out!” Buddy is usually honest, when he is  

angry It was also terrible, kicking the mother away directly.  

“Ah–” Mother got up from the ground, pointing to Buddy’s nose bone,  

“I didn’t bring Malina down from the mountain, your wife is still a mad woman in the mountain now! 

You ungrateful white-eyed wolf!”  

You are Don’t think I don’t know the one who kicked her down the hill- and rolled her in front of me!” 

Buddy glared.  

Mother’s expression changed, and she coaxed away angrily.  

When passing by Hedy, he did not forget to give Hedy a vicious look.  

“Hedy, don’t be afraid.” Buddy walked over and hugged his daughter’s shoulders.  

“Mother used to be a lunatic?” Hedy asked his father, there was a surge hidden in his calm eyes.  

She never knew that her mother had such a past.  

  

Buddy’s body froze, and after a moment, he slowly said,  

“I used to be crazy, but in the third month after I rescued her, she stopped being crazy, and then we fell 

in love, got married, and gave birth to you.”  



Hedy lowered her eyes.  

Buddy thought she was caring, and said solemnly, “She is your mother, whether she is crazy or not, she–

” “I know,  

I was thinking about another thing.” Hedy looked at his father,  

“Mom’s natal family Man, who is it? Why have we never seen or heard of it?”  

Not only her, big brother Josh, but also mother’s natal family.  

Chapter 144  

The question of mother’s real identity Hedy made Buddy silent for a long time.  

After a while, he said in a low voice, “Just be your mothers, you don’t have a family.”  

Telling those things is torture for the children, and it is even more torture for Malina.  

It’s better to just leave it to dust, isn’t the current life quite happy?  

Father didn’t want to say anything, and Hedy didn’t ask, and walked into the house with Buddy.  

Malina took a nap in the room, not knowing the outside situation, sleeping peacefully.  

“Shh.” Buddy put his index finger in front of his mouth and told his daughter to go upstairs quietly so as 

not to wake Malina up.  

No matter how honest and honest a man is, he will still love his wife.  

Hedy nodded, went upstairs quietly, returned to his room to fiddle with the new phone, and copied the 

contents of the old phone into the new phone.  

In addition to the social software commonly used in the USA, the new mobile phone also has the most 

downloaded communication software on the Internet.  

This is the chat room that Hedy used to contact Phoenix Dance Troupe.  

phoenix, she logged into the chat room and found that  

the core veterans of the dance troupe were arguing in it.  

The third child, I think the song that is very popular recently is very nice, do you want to do a dance?  

Fifth child, Fart, it’s terrible. It’s not as good as the song “Wind”, which the group leader wrote and 

composed and sang!  

Boss, I totally agree.  

Hedy raised his eyebrows.  

“Wind”, translated as wind, is a song she wrote for Phoenix Dance Troupe.  

In the early days of Phoenix’s formation, everyone had to choreograph a group dance to announce its 

official establishment.  



At that time, everyone’s personalities hadn’t adjusted well, and they were all a little bit arrogant. The 

styles of song selection were different, and they almost got into fights.  

For this reason, Hedy temporarily arranged music and wrote lyrics, and wrote a song “Wind” for several 

people to listen to.  

Several people agreed and decided to choreograph “Wind”.  

At the same time, everyone is also curious why Hedy still writes songs.  

Hedy’s answer is hobbies.  

In fact, it is related to the “task”. In order to complete a certain task, she went to the Conservatory of 

Music for a period of time.  

After the task was completed, she also learned to use music to vent her emotions.  

II’st it was the drum kit, then the piano, then something else, and finally I wrote my own songs.  

It is not correct to say that it is writing songs.  

She didn’t really write any songs, but published and recorded some semi-finished songs made by herself 

on an unpopular original music website.  

Some have only one fragment, and some have complete melodies without lyrics.  

“Wind” is considered her most complete original work.  

In the chat room, the information is still swiping.  

Fourth child, The group leader not only wrote “Wind” well, but also the semi-finished products!  

Old Five, Yes, yes, yes, I feel that some semi-finished products are processed and released as a single, 

which is no worse than the works on the music charts!  

Old Six, If the head of the group makes his debut, he will definitely be an all-round artist, good at 

singing, dancing and writing!  

Second child, If I hadn’t gone back to get my phone that day, none of us would have known that the 

leader is so versatile!  

The corner of Hedy’s mouth twitched slightly.  

That day, when the six of them returned home after dancing, she stayed in front of the computer and 

uploaded “Wind” to an unpopular original music website.  

Before the song was uploaded, six people broke in because the second child forgot to bring his mobile 

phone.  

By the way, I also saw her nickname on this website, and followed the clues to listen to her previous 

semi-finished products.  

Under her emphasis, several people did not spread the matter to the outside world.  



However, her fans on this website have changed from 0 to 6, and she has six loyal listeners.  

chatroom.  

The old third is hard to understand, I think the leader is good everywhere, but the chest is a bit 

small/sigh.  

Fifth child, You are crazy, aren’t you afraid of being seen by the team leader?  

The third child, Well, well, the head of the Wannian Diving Party, it’s impossible to see it.  

nameless, I see it.  

Third child.??  

Third child, Head, I was wrong! / Tears.  

With a black screen on the phone, Hedy looked down at his chest.  

In good conscience, her breasts are not small.  

It’s just that she is from the United States, and her bones are not as big as the foreigners on the other 

side of the ocean, so her breasts look smaller.  

Forget it, it’s all irrelevant.  

the next day.  

Hedy held the stairs down.  

In the living room at home, there was an unexpected guest.  

The guest was a middle-aged woman in her early forties, her hair was permed in French waves, and she 

was wearing a new autumn black dress from Chanel with a seven-figure price tag.  

She has bright facial features, wearing an emerald necklace between her neck, bright red nails, and 

holding a pair of sunglasses in her palm, she looks like a celebrity.  

She was indeed a star, Hedy had seen it on the roadside billboards.  

This person’s name is Victoria, and she is a national-level female singer in the United States.  

Her real age is about the same as Malina’s, but she is well maintained. and ten years younger.  

Malina is a little older because of years of hard work.  

“River, we haven’t seen each other for decades. When I come to your house, you don’t even want to 

serve me a sip of hot tea?” Victoria sat opposite Malina, her eyes slowly rolled up.  

“I’m not some River, you’ve got the wrong person.” Malina turned away and continued to sew the 

insoles in her hands, but her hands couldn’t stop shaking and her face was pale.  

Hedy’s pupils shrank at the stairs.  

The mother’s reaction shows that she is River! The very popular River with a voice kissed by  



an angel, but in the end was entangled in black material and disappeared sadly!  

“My wife is not who you say, please leave!” Buddy stood behind Malina, held Malina’s shoulders, and 

pressed her into his arms with a forbearing expression.  

“Stop pretending, the private detective I hired has already heard about you from your mother.” Victoria 

put the sunglasses on the table, and the corners of her lips, which were painted with bright red lipstick, 

were almost slanted to the base of her ears,  

“Your parents both Don’t want you, but I’ve been looking for you for decades, are you moved?”  

My mother was rejected yesterday when she begged for money, so she went around the village 

spreading the news that Malina was once a lunatic, and everyone in the next village knew about it.  

Malina’s face became paler, and her voice was weak,  

“You just want to show off to me, you are living a good life now…”  

You are right, I really just want to show you off.” Victoria raised her legs,  

“Back then, you told me that strength is everything, and I will never  

surpass you.  

But now, I am famous all over the world, and I have won the Golden Record Award. What about you? 

You  

are only fifty, and you are as old as sixty, wrinkled face, worn clothes, living in a remote place, even 

married a farmer… Oh my god. I can’t even imagine  

that your life is so miserable now, but seeing you live so miserable, I  

You’ll be at ease.”  

“Get out!” Buddy scolded angrily, picked up the coffee cup on the table, and poured the coffee on 

Victoria.  

The bodyguard in black and sunglasses brought by Victoria. immediately blocked it for Victoria, and 

threw his fist at Buddy.  

Hedy appeared in time and kicked the bodyguard in black away!  

“Yo, this is Hedy, right? It looks like you.” Victoria pointed at Hedy.  

Chapter 145 A new task, participating in the draft  

Victoria is not angry.  

In her view, the anger of the Buddy family is the roar of the losers, which has no effect on the winners.  

It will only make her, the winner, happier, not unhappy.  

The more the Buddy family collapsed, the more satisfied she was.  

“Hedy!” Malina quickly hugged Hedy in her arms, fearing that Hedy would be bullied.  



She knew how vicious  

Victoria ‘s methods were. Hedy froze.  

This was the first time she and Malina hugged since they were reborn.  

Mom’s hug is very warm.  

Obviously she is also afraid, but wants to protect her.  

This recognition made her nose sore uncontrollably.  

Is this family affection?  

“What are you doing, hahaha, I’m not a big bad wolf that cannibalize you, look, I scare you two!” 

Victoria covered her lips and smiled, her eyes must be so happy, so happy.  

Buddy clenched his fists, his whole body tensed.  

“I heard from my mother that you have a daughter. Coincidentally, I  

also have a daughter.” After laughing and humiliating enough, Victoria picked up her sunglasses, stood 

up gracefully, and put them on the bridge of her nose,  

“My daughter just After graduating from a well-known music school in the United States, I originally 

wanted to arrange for her to debut directly, but she insisted on participating in a talent show called. 

‘Bright Star’. She wanted to debut with her own strength and inherit my mantle. I have to visit  

me Daughter, I won’t bother you, goodbye-”  

The uninvited guest finally left.  

Buddy slapped his palm on the table angrily. When  

Victoria mentioned her daughter, she was telling them that not only was she doing well, but her 

daughter was also doing well and could inherit her legacy.  

Unlike Malina, she is living a normal life, and her daughter is also normal!  

“Why did mom change her name?” Hedy asked in Malina’s arms.  

With tears streaming down her face, Malina stroked her daughter’s hair, “I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry.” 

It’s painful to have such a notorious mother, right?  

Buddy held the two of them in his arms, and told the story of the past that had been buried for a long 

time.  

Malina, or River, used to be good friends with Victoria.  

Because Malina’s appearance and voice are more outstanding, she is more popular than Victoria.  

Victoria was jealous, first stole the unpublished song Malina shared with her, and quietly published it on 

the Internet.  



When Malina officially released a new song in the United States, Victoria immediately accused Malina of 

plagiarizing.  

Victoria swears at each other, Malina couldn’t take it anymore, and slapped her in public.  

Originally, Malina thought that the two would part ways, but Victoria suddenly apologized, saying that 

she had done something bad because she couldn’t think about it for a while, and now she regretted it, 

so she asked Malina to meet at the bar.  

Ask Malina if she can forgive her, she is willing to prove Malina’s innocence in front of the media.  

“Your mother is too kind. She believed in that woman, drank drugged wine, and was sent to a box full of 

big names in the entertainment. industry.” Buddy said slowly,  

The gang was about to hurt her, and the police raided and checked. Saved her.”  

“Victoria’s well-organized media reporters could only forcefully take a few photos of messy clothes, 

saying that your mother is indiscreet.” “Your mother  

was sent to the hospital for gastric lavage, and Victoria took out a fake diagnosis statement, saying Your 

mother may have AIDS.”  

“Your mother’s natal family is quite conservative, and they didn’t like your mother being a singer in 

public at the beginning, and after this happened, they immediately severed the relationship.”  

Buddy paused at this point.  

 “Then?” Hedy’s eyes were cold.  

Malina’s expression was a little unnatural.  

“Then your mother really thought she had been violated, and she really thought she had AIDS. Coupled 

with the abandonment of her relatives, fans cursed, she thought her life was ruined, she couldn’t bear it 

mentally, and she was crazy.” “Actually your mother didn’t have AIDS  

She wasn’t violated either, when she married me, she was still a big girl…” Buddy’s expression was also a 

little unnatural.  

He didn’t want to say these words.  

But she was also afraid that her daughter would misunderstand her mother, thinking that her mother 

was really as miserable as the rumors said.  

“I see.” Hedy’s red lips parted slightly. “The name change is to put aside the past and start a new life?”  

Buddy and Malina looked at each other and nodded with complicated expressions.  

“I took a taxi back to Geary Village from San Francisco. The driver was a woman the same age as my 

mother, and there was a male passenger in the same car. The male passenger spoke ill of my mother 

and was kicked off by the female driver. The female driver also  

told Me,  



River was murdered, he must not have done anything on the news, and he said that River ‘s high pitch is 

invincible internationally.”  

Hedy just wanted to tell her mother and fans to believe in her and support her.  

Malina’s eyes turned red immediately  

Hedy came out of the arms of his parents, “I won’t be at home during the summer vacation.”  

The couple who just felt touched were stunned, and said in unison, “Where are you going if you are not 

at home?”  

“Go to participate in the ‘Bright Star’ audition.” Hedy went building. Before  

Victoria left Ellis Family’s house, she received a new task from the  

system.  

[Trial mission (10), Participate in the “Bright Star” audition and make a successful debut. ]  

“You child!” Malina hurriedly chased after him to persuade him.  

She thought that her daughter was stimulated by Victoria and wanted to go to the “Bright Star” talent 

show to spoil Victoria ‘s daughter.  

Malina earnestly said how complicated and scary the entertainment industry is.  

She had ten thousand reasons, but Hedy only replied,  

“What if my dream is to participate in the draft and make a debut?”  

Malina’s chattering mouth stopped.  

Buddy hugged his wife’s shoulders and sighed, “If this is your dream, we support you.” “Don’t  

worry, my daughter won’t mess around.” Hedy continued to pack his luggage  

It is impossible for her to be malicious to Victoria ‘s daughter for no  

reason.  

She went to “Bright Star” firstly to complete system tasks.  

The second is to show Victoria what kind of existence  

River’s daughter is. The third is to see if I can take this opportunity to obtain evidence of the shady scene 

back then and clear my mother’s  

name.  

After packing up his luggage, Hedy said goodbye to his parents, went down the mountain to stop the car 

again, and went to the venue of “Bright Star”, Yundu.  

On the way, Hedy turned on the screen of the mobile phone and found a lot of Aites on the notification 

bar page.  



These aites are all from the chat room of Phoenix Dance Troupe.  

The third child felt that he “offended” the head of the group yesterday, which was disrespectful.  

Hedy only said one more sentence, and left, he was so scared that he couldn’t think of food and drink, 

and made up the scene of Hedy’s sneering smile, and apologized frantically.  

Third child, Captain, I really don’t mean to dislike your small breasts!  

Third child, Leader, no matter whether you have big or small breasts, you are our most respected and 

awesome leader!  

Third child, Captain, I actually think there is nothing wrong with having small breasts!  

Third child, Head, your breasts are really small, if you don’t believe me, ask your best friend!  

Fifth child, … The third child is hopeless, it is recommended to bury him alive.  

Hedy frowned.  

Although she knows that foreign countries are relatively open, certain words are no different from 

commonplace food, and there is no malicious intent.  

But is it really necessary to repeat so many times?  

Is she really that small?  

There is nothing wrong with the journey, she sent a message to her best friend.  

above the clouds.  

Preston sat in first class, browsing through the papers.  

The reminder sounded that he paid special attention to. He raised his thin lips, picked up the phone, and 

took a sip of red wine.  

Hedy sent him a message.  

rare.  

He unlocked the phone and opened the dialog.  

[Hedy], Are my breasts small?  

“Pil…cough cough, cough cough.”  

Chapter 146 The idiot began to share his life with him  

Preston wiped the wine stain from his mouth and let out a long, helpless sigh.  

Hedy really regards himself as a good friend, and dares to ask anything.  

However, if this question really comes to mind…  



The man pondered, thinking of the picture of her getting wet in the bathroom of the apartment that 

day.  

His thin lips drew a bad arc, and his slender fingers with well-defined knuckles tapped the keyboard to 

reply.  

[Preston], “It’s not small, it’s very suitable.”  

As for how it feels in the hand, we can only answer after experiencing it.  

On the high-speed train, Hedy raised his eyebrows when he saw the message from Preston.  

She rarely thinks about her figure deliberately, but she also feels that her figure is very suitable.  

She hesitated for a moment, then typed another line and sent it.  

[Hedy], I’m going to participate in the “Bright Star” draft.  

On the other end, when Preston saw the news, a smile appeared on his delicate and noble eyebrows.  

The fool started sharing his life with him.  

 [Preston], I will cheer for you.  

On the high-speed rail, Hedy raised her red lips, just typed “Thank you”, felt a little unfamiliar, and 

deleted it again.  

She opened the emoji bar, and sent a happy emoticon pack of a little green cartoon dinosaur smiling and 

bending its eyes.  

Preston looked at the emoji, clenched his fist with his left hand, and pressed it gently against his lips, the 

smile in his eyes deepened.  

She seemed cutely foul.  

I really want to appear beside her, hold her in my arms and kiss her deeply, until she can’t breathe.  

Considering that he would feel dizzy if he looked at his phone for a long time during the car ride, he 

didn’t follow up on the chat, but searched for information related to “Bright Star”.  

The search results show that “Bright Star” is a summer self-made talent show variety show organized by 

the Mango online video platform.  

Mango is the all-age video platform with the largest number of users in the United States, which is 

different from Station C, which focuses on “young people”  

. Summer vacation, as the name suggests, is a variety show held during this summer vacation.  

The variety show claims that it will take the shortest time to record and broadcast at the same time, 

select the five strongest girls, and make their debut as a group, as long as you are brave enough to 

come.  

Shouting this slogan immediately set off a heated discussion in the industry.  



USA has no shortage of talent shows.  

Whether it is hosted by a TV station or self-produced by an online video platform.  

They all have one thing in common, that is, the program process requires at least four months or more 

of training and competition.  

“Bright Star” came up and shouted for two months, and the time wast cut in half. How can we not 

surprise everyone?  

What surprised everyone even more was the luxurious debut resources promised by “Bright Star”.  

With a big reward, there must be a fierce husband. For a while, all the girls in the United States who are 

confident in themselves have signed. up for the audition.  

Today is the last day of the audition, and the deadline for registration is 5,00 pm.  

-At  

4,50, Hedy wore a simple three-piece white sportswear suit, combed a ponytail, dragged a suitcase, and 

appeared in the “Bright Star” audition with a sassy and beautiful appearance.  

The audition scene was very cold, and those who wanted to sign up had to sign up a few months ago, so 

it wouldn’t be delayed until now.  

Fortunately, it didn’t arrive until five o’clock, and the female judge in charge of the audition did not 

leave work. Seeing Hedy coming in, the female judge picked up a pen and repeated the process,  

“Name.”  

“Hedy.”  

 “Age.”  

“18.”  

“Home address… “The judges asked for a bunch of detailed  

information.  

Hedy answered one by one.  

After completing the filling, the female judge waved her hand, “Go to sleep in the dormitory on the 

tenth floor tonight, and get up at 5 o’clock tomorrow morning to line up for makeup and prepare to 

record the first meeting with the judges and mentors.” The first meeting refers to the contestants and 

the three  

mentors, and the first meeting of all contestants.  

Hedy was taken aback, “Don’t you need to show your talent for a minute?”  

The audition rules clearly stated that you have to show your talent for a  

minute.  



“It’s enough that you have good looks.” The female judge looked up and explained.  

She has worked in this industry for a long time, understands what the audience loves to watch, and 

knows that even if Hedy does nothing, just stop there and get a lot of fans.  

At that time, we will hype the “contestant”, and the traffic will come here casually. Does this kind of 

baby bump still need an audition?  

Hedy,  

“After the first meeting, it will be the first stage, tell me the complete talent you will perform on the first 

stage tomorrow, and I will report.”  

Hedy  

walked into the innermost dormitory on the tenth floor.  

The dormitory is a common bunk bed in the school, and there are already five girls.  

“Hello.” The tall curly-haired girl waved her hand actively, “I’m Vanilla, dance.”  

Dance, dancing, means that you are in a team and are better at dancing.  

Although the dormitory tonight is a temporary assignment, in case they become teammates in the 

future, they still need to live in a dormitory. There is no harm in socializing early  

“Doris, Vocal (good at lead vocals).” The straight black girl smiled sweetly at Hedy, “You are so 

beautiful.” The  

short-haired girl who was already lying on the second floor bed turned over, lazily perfunctory, ” Rainie, 

Rap (rap).”  

The others introduced themselves one after another, and when they finished, Hedy said coldly,  

“Hedy, Almighty.”  

When the voice fell, Rainie straightened up, squinted her eyes, and looked at Hedy suspiciously.  

After scanning Hedy up and down, he snorted coldly, covered the quilt, and fell asleep with his head 

covered.  

The atmosphere became awkward.  

At the fiftieth contestant, the atmosphere in the room changed.  

This contestant is named Amber, in his early twenties, with exquisite. facial features, long waterfall-like 

hair reaching his waist, airy bangs, lip-biting makeup, and a very pure temperament.  

“Hi everyone, I’m Amber.” She bowed obediently at ninety degrees.  

The host mediated the atmosphere, “The daughter of the Queen of the Blue Sky, why did she join our 

show? What’s the matter with the sudden feeling of radiance?” Amber quickly waved her hand, “Please 

don’t say that  



, mother’s achievement is the mother’s achievement.” Yes, it has nothing to do with me, and I just want 

to make my debut with my own strength when I come here.’  

Wow, you have such a good personality!” The singing instructor nodded in appreciation.  

Gradually, all the contestants entered. only Hedy who passed the audition was left.  

Chapter 147 Terrible! Hedy’s first stage performance!  

When Hedy entered, everyone stared at her.  

This is an unavoidable situation as the last one.  

She is also wearing the off-white JK uniform, her three-dimensional facial features are slightly 

powdered, and her lipstick is a light red, which is neither too enchanting nor too sparse.  

The hairstyle is still a high single ponytail, revealing a full forehead, coupled with that proud 

temperament, she looks like a high-spirited.  

sister.  

“Hi everyone, I’m Hedy.” Her voice was calm.  

The host shook his head in admiration, “My God, isn’t the last one so beautiful?” The  

female dance instructor agreed, “She gives me the feeling that she is like a hereditary noble lady who is 

studying in an old castle. She is so elegant and glamorous!”  

rap Instructor, “I like your evaluation, it’s very good.”  

The singing instructor continued, “Then, what is the purpose of coming to ‘Bright Star”?”  

Hedy said flatly, “Debut. ”  

The host raised his eyebrows, “I can tell from your simple reply that you are absolutely confident, so you 

believe that you will definitely make your debut, right?  

 “When I stand here, I have only one result-debut.”  

“Wow!” The participating girls either covered their mouths and exclaimed, or opened their mouths 

directly.  

This level of domineering and self-confidence is too unexpected and surprising.  

“Hey, director, let Hedy add a very handsome special effect during the post-editing, don’t spoil this 

sentence!” The host waved at the director in the corner as a joke.  

The director also nodded with a smile.  

Amber laughed innocently together, and the camera zoomed in, giving her a lot of close-ups that other 

contestants didn’t have.  

Rainie smiled perfunctorily, turned around where the camera was not, and rolled her eyes.  

After all the contestants were seated, the host stood up and said,  



“Okay, our ninety-six contestants are all here. I know that everyone has the same determination as Hedy 

in their hearts.  

But ‘Bright Star’, It’s a place where strength speaks, let’s start scoring the stage!”  

The screen behind the long table was pulled back to reveal the stage.  

The three mentors also sat in the mentor seats across the stage.  

The players became restless.  

The host stood in the middle of the stage,  

 “The stage is right in front of you.  

depends on your own abilities. Please go to the backstage to prepare, and then go on stage to show off 

your first time in ‘Bright Star’.” Perform!”  

The contestants withdrew, changed into performance costumes, and then went on stage one by one, 

and the instructors discussed and gave  

scores.  

The scores are divided into six levels, A, B, C, D, E, and F. Not surprisingly,  

rapper Rainie won an A with his strength, and was the first A-level player.  

The upset was Amber.  

She seemed very nervous, whether it was singing or dancing, they were all average.  

The instructors discussed it in disappointment and gave it an intermediate grade of D.  

This score made Amber step down with red eyes.  

The camera gave a lot of lovely close-ups.  

This is a treatment that other F and E players do not have.  

Time passed slowly.  

It’s Hedy’s turn to take the stage.  

She was wearing black overalls with a short white vest, revealing her waist and vest line, and a punk-

style leather jacket.  

The high ponytail was completely draped, bringing a hint of wild  

charm.  

The background prelude sounded.  

She holds the microphone, fingers forward, and sings lazily and lowly,  

All hands on deck.  



Surprised you here, like this)”  

the stage performance continued.  

The mentor seat couldn’t calm down.  

Singing instructor, “I’m getting goosebumps, her voice is so stable! Oh my God!”  

Singing requires lung capacity, and lung capacity comes from exercise. As a killer, Hedy never lacks 

these.  

She is good at dancing, which proves that she has a good sense of pitch.  

She once went to the Conservatory of Music to study for a period of time for her mission.  

All of the above are added together, why doesn’t she shine in the audience!  

Before the song reached its climax, Hedy took a few steps back. As soon as it reached the climax, he 

immediately stepped on the drums and walked forward with crossed steps, singing and dancing at the 

same time.  

While dancing, keep the breath of singing steady.  

Also because of dancing, the punk style jacket occasionally shipped the shoulders, revealing the round 

shoulders, inadvertently sexy, the most provocative.  

Every time she turns her head, Qingsi throws a sharp arc in the air, like a lion that is difficult to tame.  

“It’s amazing, she is the contestant I want!” The dance instructor elenched her fists excitedly,  

“The strength is too strong, who will make her debut if she doesn’t make her debut? I will be the first to 

be a fan!” The  

female contestants in the audience screamed, “I am also a fan!”  

The song is over, the dance is over, and the singing is also over.  

“What’s her rating?” the host asked the tutor.  

“A!” The three instructors said in unison.  

At the end of the first stage, all the contestants returned to the audience.  

The host glanced at the table, “According to the ratings of the instructors, among our 96 contestants, 

there are seven A-level contestants and ten B-level contestants… Tomorrow  

, we will have the second round of tasks, the performance stage, and the location. Evaluation, please 

choose the position you are best at to get the affirmation of the instructor and the audience.”  

The so-called positions are, Vocal (lead singer), Dance (lead dance), Rap (lead rap).  

Recording temporarily ended.  

All the players went back to the dormitory to rest. “Our dormitory is  



too good. There are two A’s, Hedy and Rainie  

“I didn’t expect Amber, the daughter of Empress Blue Sky, to be D, didn’t she play well?” Vanilla was 

puzzled, she was C.  

“Get out of the way.” Rainie pushed Vanilla who was standing in front. of her forcefully, her tone 

indifferent.  

Vanilla ‘s face almost hit the steel pipe of the bed.  

Rainie, we are roommates, why are you like this…” Doris didn’t finish speaking, but was interrupted by 

Rainie,  

“Who are your roommates? Don’t you know your own ratings? I just live with you temporarily, We will 

be separated tomorrow.” Rainie climbed to her second floor to rest, unwilling to communicate with the 

people in the dormitory.  

Doris still wanted to speak, but was held back by Vanilla.  

The less trouble, the better.  

Hedy ate her box lunch in silence, she had no intention of chatting as she didn’t talk much.  

-The  

next day arrived as scheduled.  

Ninety-six contestants gathered in the recording and broadcasting hall.  

The floor of the recording studio has been paved in three different colors by the staff, with the words, 

Vocal, Dance, Rap written on it.  

The host came up with the microphone, “All contestants, please make  

your own position choice quickly.”  

The girls hurriedly took action.  

Hedy thought to himself, he knows everything, he can go to any place,  

so he simply picks the Vocal closest to him.  

Chapter 148 What is an interview with a ghost?  

The host’s voice was clear and clear, “All members have been selected, and the theme of the first round 

of public elections will be announced next. Please watch the big screen.”  

On the big screen behind him, a string of English words, Girl-Crush appeared.  

“Girl-Crush” is a girl group style.  

The main focus is cool and handsome, and even deliberately create a sense of aggression and distance 

that is not inferior to men, which is different from sweet, sexy, and pure styles.  

There are many players who fit this style, not just Hedy.  



Host, “There are a total of 16 songs in this performance. Please watch the performance demonstration 

choreographed by professional dancers. The contestants can also arrange their own.” The 

choreography  

of 16 songs began to appear on the screen, and each capital attracted contestants. Or discuss excitedly, 

or dance along with a small range.  

Hedy’s expression was flat, without any fluctuations throughout the whole process, like an outsider.  

When the demonstration performance was over, the host asked, “It seems that everyone has chosen 

their favorite song?”  

“Yes!” All the contestants said in unison.  

“However, there is always a gap between the ideal and the reality. The priority of song selection is on 

the players with high scores. That is  

play  

, after the A-level players are selected,  

d, the selected; after the B-level players are selected, the C-level players can be selected.  

And, Each song can only accommodate 6 contestants. Once a song is full, it will enter the unselectable 

state. That is to say, contestants with low scores are basically not eligible to choose songs.” The 

director’s camera immediately gave the scores of E and  

F On the faces of the contestants, they drooped their shoulders, a little sad.  

The host smiled and said, “The competition has already started from the first stage, it is very cruel, but 

after each round of performances, the ratings will be rearranged, you all have the opportunity to be 

reborn from the ashes, and polish yourself into a ‘bright star’. Now  

A-level contestants are asked to choose songs first, and A-level contestants can also take the initiative to 

recruit members if they want.”  

While the host was speaking, the staff had already arranged 16 squares, representing 16 songs, which 

are also the members of the contestants. where to stand.  

A-level contestants, immediately go to the four squares of your favorite  

songs.  

Hedy walked slowly to the one closest to him.  

“The selection of the A-level players is complete, please select the B- level players.”  

The host gave the order, and the B-level players also completed the selection, and then C.  

Vanilla, who scored C, came to Hedy’s team and smiled generously, “I  

like this song too.  

Hedy nodded slightly and didn’t say much.  



After choosing C, it is D.  

Rainie waved to Amber with a warm expression, ” Come on Amber, I still have a place here, hurry up!”  

The camera showed Amber, and Amber trotted over with a pure smile in his eyes,” Sister Rainie, I’m 

here.”  

She really is powerful.” Vanilla whispered gossip to Hedy, “A friend of mine in the rap circle said that 

Rainie is a very snobbish person, whoever plays well will play with anyone.” The enthusiasm.  

for Amber is nothing more than knowing Amber ‘s mother It’s Victoria, the queen, and she wants to 

make some connections.  

After D is selected, it is E.  

Doris is E, but her favorite songs are all full, and she is confused for a while.  

“Doris, come here.” Hedy said lightly.  

Her team isn’t full yet.  

The women’s team is a team, and the team needs cohesion. Doris has a good personality and is 

comfortable to cooperate with.  

“Here we come! Woohoo, Hedy, you really don’t dislike me!” Doris felt like a young girl who had just 

entered the palace, but was flopped by the mighty emperor!  

After everyone has made their choices, the host came out again,  

 “Starting today, you will enter a three-day closed special tra Three days later, the performance stage 

will begin.  

This performance is over, and we will enter the voting session of the online audience to eliminate The 36 

contestants at the end, please go all out and use your strength to win votes for yourself.”  

After hearing that the performance will be held in three days, and then there will be voting and 

elimination, the contestants stared wide-eyed.  

They knew that “Bright Star” was short on time, but they didn’t expect it to be so short!  

If this has no real power, I’m afraid it will be brushed off in the first round.  

The filming ended temporarily, and the dormitory manager came out to arrange, “Please reassign the 

dormitory, each group will live in a dormitory, which is convenient for discussion and running-in.”  

Hedy, Vanilla, and Doris stayed in the original dormitory, and three new beautiful girls were added.  

Rainie and the rest left, and Rainie went to the dormitory where Amber was.  

-The  

program group has prepared 16 dance practice rooms for everyone.  



Almost as soon as everyone moved into the dormitory, they all went to their respective practice rooms 

to practice dancing, not daring to waste  

time.  

The first question they face is who should be the “C” position.  

The “C” position refers to the center position, also called the core  

position, which is the most conspicuous person that the att at a glance.  

Hedy also went with his team members.  

Her team is also facing the problem of C position selection.  

“Hedy.” Vanilla analyzed, “The theme of this performance is Girl- Crush. Among us, only her 

temperament is the most suitable. She can catch the audience’s attention and keep the audience 

watching patiently.” The  

beautiful young lady A nodded, “I agree, let her Keep the audience first, and we can show ourselves to a 

greater extent when the C position is rotated in the middle of the dance.”  

The corner of Miss Sister B’s mouth twitched, “I actually want to be C, but I can’t get out of Hedy’s 

oppressive force. The gap It’s too big, so I have no objection to giving C to her.  

As for ordinary people, everyone wants to show another side of themselves, and the person facing them 

is Hedy.  

Doris and the last young lady couldn’t help laughing, they didn’t have any idea of C.  

“Then I would like to thank everyone for your humility.” Hedy played the performance demonstration of 

the song she chose.  

This is a foreign language song, the lyrics are very Goddess Hedy style, and the choreography is also 

cool.  

During the dance practice, everyone was called out by the program team to conduct separate interviews 

and record materials for  

subsequent editing.  

Hedy was also called out, sitting on a high chair, showing off her long  

legs.  

Next to it is a round table with a white doll and the “Bright Star” logo on it.  

The host teased, “Miss noble in the castle, what do you think of this place? Does it suit you?”.  

Hedy glanced at the camera, sighed inwardly, and said calmly, “It’s pretty good.  

“For the program, just follow other people’s rules.  

Host, “Where are your teammates, how do you feel?”  



Hedy, “It’s good.”  

The host frowned slightly, “The environment?”  

Hedy, “It’s good.”  

The host asked again, “Eating and lodging?”  

Hedy, “Very good.”  

  

The host felt that his career had been challenged. He rolled his eyes and told a joke in a lively voice,  

“Once upon a time there was a man who was fishing and caught a squid. The squid said, let me go. Don’t 

grill me to eat.  

The man said, ok, then I will test you a few questions.  

The squid is very happy, you test it, you test it!  

Then the man grilled the squid.”  

Hedy listened, nodded, expressionless, “Very good.”  

  

  

The staff in charge of recording turned their heads and snickered.  

“Interviewing a ghost, I’m sorry to interrupt you, please leave.” The host clasped his fists and left.  

Chapter 149 Domineering female president, variety show airs!  

Three days passed in a flash.  

In the past three days, the instructors went to various dance studios to give the 16 teams a certain 

degree of professional guidance.  

When it comes to Hedy, the instructors praise more than guide.  

When I asked why, I realized that Hedy had already pointed it out.  

“You are too cruel!” The dance instructor gave Hedy a funny smile and left the dance practice room.  

The first stage performance officially begins.  

Compared with the rough and simple first stage, the performance stage is more beautiful and 

magnificent.  

The three instructors sat in the instructor’s seat directly opposite the stage, and behind the instructor’s 

seat were the contestants of the other  

teams.  



One by one the teams performed in the past.  

Sentence-by-sentence comments are spoken from the instructor. It is  

Rainie ‘s turn in sequence.  

Rainie took Amber ‘s hand and took the stage with the remaining four  

teammates.  

They chose an English song. The style of their clothes revolved around  

elements such as shorts, leather pants, vests. Even their makeup was a bit aggressive.  

This is Girl-Crush.  

As soon as they came on stage, they amazed the contestants.  

After a hot dance, even the mentor opened his mouth wide, quite surprised.  

Dance instructor, “Amber, you’ve made great progress. I heard that you practice three hours more than 

your teammates every day?”  

Yes, I don’t want to drag my teammates down, and I want to work harder.” Amber Susan panted.  

The singing instructor gave a thumbs up, “Your hard work has not been in vain. Whether it is dancing or 

singing, you have made great progress!” “Thank you,  

I will work harder.” Amber bowed ninety degrees in gratitude.  

Rap instructor, “Rainie’s performance is also very stable. As the lead singer this time, let us find that 

besides rap, your voice is also very stable,” ”  

Thank you.” Rainie also bowed obediently.  

After a few more teams, it was the Hedy group’s turn to play.  

The outfits of their group are very simple, which is very common women’s workplace attire.  

All ladies are in suits and trousers, with white shirts and thin black  

ties, and black stilettos.  

The stage setting is also very simple.  

There is a conference table in the back and a high-end single sofa in  

front.  

Hedy was leaning on the sofa, with his legs crossed, browsing the information in his hands, his long hair 

was parted in three to seven parts, gathered on one shoulder, revealing the shining tassel necklace  

on his car.  

This is the ear piercing she specially pierced for this draft.  



She put on a different light-colored lipstick than last time, this time it was a compelling and gorgeous 

beheading male color, just like a female president!  

The sweet Doris wore a single ponytail instead. Her professional attire made her more capable. She 

propped her arms on the sofa.  

The remaining four people stood on both sides of the sofa and possed.  

“Wow!” the host exclaimed first.  

He is also in the mixed workplace, and this kind of workplace style is too poking at his heart.  

The prelude to the song sounded.  

Hedy put down the materials, faced the camera, and uttered a word coldly, “Black (black).” The  

four people on both sides of the sofa walked out, each of them took on a line of lyrics, and danced 

together skillfully.  

At the end of a small session, Doris stepped out and took the C position temporarily.  

In  

Before that, Hedy took off  

At the climax, Vanilla and others turned their backs to the audience and stepped inward.  

Let Hedy stand up alone, throw away the materials in his hand, and walk out facing the audience, 

occupying the C position, with  

contemptuous eyes.  

“Oh my god, I was killed by my eyes!” The singing instructor rubbed his arm.  

“This performance is Hedy’s chosen theme! She is so suitable!” The dance instructor nodded and shook 

his shoulders following the rhythm of the song.  

“Overbearing… the female CEO fell in love with me?” the rap instructor joked.  

The performance on stage is still going on.  

Just six women dancing on stiletto heels is enough to make people jaw-dropping.  

The neat and beautiful movements make people unable to take their eyes off.  

After the show is over, it’s time for the review session.  

Singing instructor, “You guys are the best in my heart for this performance!”  

Dancing instructor, “I remember Hedy is only 18 years old, the youngest and the strongest!”  

Rap instructor, “I look forward to Hedy’s next performance The performance in the theme.”  

The first round of performan  



All players enter a closed training camp without mobile phones or the Internet.  

Wait for the program team to cut out the video of this issue, put it on the video platform, and watch 

netizens vote to see who will be eliminated.  

few days later, “Bright Star” was uploaded to Mango Video according to the agreed time.  

Mango immediately arranges to open the screen to recommend, as long as you click on this app, you 

can see the promotion of the bright star.  

Those who don’t like the draft are too lazy to pay attention to it, and those who are interested in the 

draft, click in to watch it.  

The first episode of this issue includes the first meeting and the first  

stage.  

The official gave a lot of highlights in the video progress bar.  

First, it was Victoria ‘s daughter Amber who made an appearance, and her speech was sober in the 

world, which was different from other second-generation stars who ate and waited to die.  

The barrage praised the queen’s daughter for her good looks and politeness.  

Second, we met for the first time, “Hedy”, the craziest contestant in history.  

The editing really added a special effect to Hedy.  

When Hedy said “When I stand here, I have only one result, to debut”,  

Hedy’s background turned black, and lightning mashed  

The barrage indicates that he is handsome.  

There are also people who wait and see or even hate the attitude, thinking that Hedy is too arrogant, 

and those who are arrogant are usually slapped in the face.  

Three, is a well-known female rapper Rainie made her debut on stage and got her first A score.  

Rainie ‘s fans are cheering on the barrage.  

Fourth, it was Amber who was upset and got a D score.  

A  

group of disappointment and “?” in the barrage.  

Fifth, it was Hedy’s amazing solo performance, which was praised by all the instructors.  

The bullet screen left a message, saying that Hedy really has something, and more people are fans.  

-The next issue of this episode will contain fragmented interviews and the first stage performance.  

The official also gave a few highlights in the progress bar of the next  



video.  

One, it was a funny incident where a certain team was discussing who was in the C position.  

The barrage was full of “hahaha”.  

Second, when Amber’s teammates were sleeping, she practiced for three hours alone in the middle of 

the night, sweating the dance studio.  

The audience admired and felt distressed. They didn’t expect the second generation of stars to work so 

hard. It was so impressive.  

Three, Hedy’s “very good” interview.  

There are more “hahaha” bullet screens, some feel sorry for the host, some become fans, and some are 

speechless.  

Fourth, it was Rainie ‘s performance, and Amber made rapid progress.  

Everyone feels that this group is currently the strongest, Amber still has a lot of room for improvement, 

and the future is promising.  

Fifth, it is the performance of the Hedy group, the dominance of the female presidents.  

The barrage changed its tone, and felt that this group should be the strongest in this issue, especially 

Hedy at the C position, people don’t want to look away after seeing it!  

After all the stages are over, the host introduces the elimination rules. and several ways to call.  

The audience jumped into action.  

The comment section is also very lively.  

Rainie fans were the first to gather.  

Then there is the discussion of Amber.  

One person commented,  

“At first I thought the two-month “Bright Star” would be just a gimmick, but I didn’t expect that the 

players were better than the other.  

Rainie, Amber and XXXX are quite impressive, but Hedy was unknown.  

  

before. But I think she has the potential to be popular.”  

The comment was quickly left in the comments.  

[Floor 1], Hedy is unknown? you sure?  

[Reply from the host], Sorry, I have been preparing for the postgraduate entrance examination recently. 

I have a little bit of access  



to the Internet. Is Hedy also very good?  

Chapter 150 Exposure! Hedy is River ‘s daughter!  

There are more than one billion Internet users in the USA, and a huge amount of information is 

generated and transferred every day.  

After the “Autumn Cup” online novel competition, Hedy has not appeared in the eyes of netizens for 

more than two months.  

About her deeds, was covered with a layer of dust, no longer noticeable.  

But that doesn’t mean she didn’t exist.  

When someone asked “Hedy is awesome”, people who knew Hedy’s past began to answer this person,  

“We generally don’t use ‘ox’ to describe Hedy, we prefer to use ‘monster’ or ‘fairy’ to evaluate her. She 

is the Goddess Hedy of Lowell High School, a noble high school in San Francisco.  

She is the Cold-blooded Childe of a double play professional player in an online game.  

She is the winner above the rules in the Mathematical Olympiad in Central South Province.  

She is an online In the Red South Racing Circuit, she won the racing championship of this year’s “track 

master”.  

She is the head of the hip-hop troupe “Phoenix”. She is so popular that station C collapsed twice within 

24 hours.  

She is a chess master In the selection competition, she won the double genius of Chess Master and Go 

Master. She is the first place in the  

 “Autumn Cup ” novel competition of Light English Network, and her scientific and technological novels 

are officially recognized by the USA Academy of Sciences  

Can play the piano, and now she can sing.  

All of the above have video evidence, and you can find them in a search on station C. Does.  

the host still think that she is unknown?”  

Seeing this reply, the host who left the message was stunned.  

With a feeling of doubt, she opened Station C and entered the word “Hedy” in the search bar.  

The search results made her even more confused.  

She returned to Mango Video ‘s “Bright Star” comment area, and replied to the person who answered 

her questions,  

“Thanks for Science, I am shocked now, Hedy is too scary, he is not human at all!”  

Class 7 chat group.  

Sun forwarded and shared the first issue of Mango’s “Bright Star”.  



It disturbed the group that was quieter because of the summer vacation.  

Girl A, “Goddess Hedy didn’t say a word, just went to the talent show variety show!”  

Boy B, “Go right away, so cool and handsome, the domineering female president is so sweet!”  

Just  

Boy C, “There are more in the comment section The people finished the postgraduate entrance 

examination said that Goddess Hedy is unknown, and then he was recommended by popular science/ 

laughing and crying.” Girl  

“But he missed one, Goddess Hedy is the number one student in the US college entrance examination 

this year!”  

Not long ago, USA The metropolis announces the number one in the college entrance examination, 

making the number one in the college entrance examination famous in the United States.  

But being famous also means harassment.  

www  

With the advent of the traffic era, many unscrupulous reporters and people who want to gossip find the 

home of the top student in the college entrance examination, and harass the top student and nearby 

neighbors.  

For protection, USA no longer voluntarily disclose the name of the champion, and not many people 

know that Hedy is the champion of the  

US college entrance examination. The students in Class 7 felt that being the top scorer in the college 

entrance examination is a very valuable honor. If it is announced, it will definitely attract more fans for 

Hedy.  

Vincent, Hedy doesn’t like to be high-profile, and her strength is enough for her to make a successful 

debut. Let’s not say that she is the No. 1 pick  

in the United States. Vincent, If she really needs this popularity, she will reveal it on the show and give 

her the right to choose.  

Sun, Vincent is right, so, family members, vote for Goddess Hedy (w ≤).  

Class Seven is Hedy’s starting point and her most loyal support camp.  

Especially Sun, who often bears his name, rushes into the battle with Hedy, and has a tendency to 

become a fan.  

Girl A, But besides voting for the contestants, at the end of the video, there is another team voting. How 

do we choose this?  

What the girl said was the uniqueness of “Bright Star”.  

The team formation methods of other talent shows are mostly determined by strength or lottery, but 

“Bright Star” is different.  



The program team completely handed over the team formation method for the second round of 

performances to the audience.  

The audience has tickets of different colors in their hands, corresponding to different teams in the 

second round of performances.  

If you want someone to go to Group 1 or Group 2, vote for Group 1 or Group 2 for them.  

The program group will reassign team members according to the voting results.  

This is not only full of highlights, but also greatly satisfies the audience’s ideas and improves the 

audience’s participation and stickiness.  

Vincent, Doris and Vanilla are sensible, and their strength can be improved through Hedy’s guidance, 

and the six of them can continue to be cast together.  

Vincent, This can prevent the new teammates from being dissatisfied with Hedy, and also allow the six 

of them to run in better and play a stronger eflect.  

Sun, I declare that Vincent will be our military advisor in the future!  

All the students~  

Vincent, …Thank you.  

Vincent’s proposals are all beneficial to Hedy, but the development of the incident is beyond everyone’s 

expectations.  

As Amber ‘s mother, Victoria also watched the first episode of “Bright Star” on  

the Mango Video platform. Before Hedy came out, her expression was very kind.  

As soon as Hedy came out, a fierce expression formed on her carefully maintained face.  

“River’s daughter, why did she also participate in ‘Bright Star”?”  

Victoria ‘s impression of Hedy was that she was a rude girl who was good-looking.  

She kicked her bodyguard away, and it was obvious that she had a lot of fights, and girls who like to fight 

are usually not well-educated.  

As for looks… River was not ugly when he was young, and his daughter’s looks were okay and 

reasonable.  

But it is unreasonable to participate in the “Bright Star” with my daughter, and the number of votes is 

several times higher than that of my daughter.  

Victoria stared at the “voting list” that refreshed every ten minutes, and snorted coldly.  

She was able to step on River back then.  

Her daughter Amber also has to step down  



River’s daughter Hedy! “Assistant, send an email to the editor-in-chief of the major news and 

entertainment categories.” Victoria waved to the  

assistant,  

“Tell them that the insidious and dissolute River is not dead, and her daughter is also participating in the 

‘Bright Star’, which is currently ranked number one. Hedy!”  

That night, the “Hedy is River’s daughter” caused a small sensation in the entertainment industry and 

became a trending search on Twitter.  

The young people didn’t even know who River was, but after reading the news, they were 

dumbfounded.  

Good guy, River is the actress who used to bully the singer Victoria!  

Even better, the daughters of these two, Hedy and Amber, both participated in the “Bright Star”!  

This kind of fate is absolutely perfect!  

Shocked, the audience laughed.  

The program team said that the team for the next performance will be voted by the audience, right?  

Then cast them together!  

At that time, there must be a good show to watch!  

When it came time to vote for individual contestants, people with  

ulterior motives came forward and said,  

the upper beam is not right, the lower beam is crooked, River is not a good guy, and her daughter Hedy 

is probably not very good, so don’t vote lightly.  

According to Vincent’s intention, Sun replied,  

If you think there is something wrong with Hedy, please provide solid  

evidence, otherwise, don’t let this play “Kill Nine Clans”, the Qing Dynasty is already dead.  

And “Bright Star” is a contest between contestants.  

There is no reason for Amber to participate in the draft as an individual, you all boast that the world is 

sober.  

When it comes to Hedy, it is necessary to give her the grievances and grievances of the previous 

generation.  

This is too unfair to Hedy.  

Or do some people think that your favorite playe 

 


